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- simple plug-in for any Squid 3.1.x server - takes advantage of the cache-server logging features - estimates all performance data: traffic, hit ratio and absolute traffic - shows the detailed efficiency - shows in one table all values - shows
in one text field the summary of the efficiency All examples in the examples section are pretty self-explanatory. The following program will open a log file with at least one example line and run the analysis: #include #include #include

#include static const char *http = ""; void get_log() { FILE *log; size_t i; char buffer[1000]; curl_global_init(CURL_GLOBAL_ALL); log = fopen("LogTest.txt", "r"); if(!log) { fprintf(stderr, "Can't open the log file. "); exit(1); }
printf("Searching for lines with %s ", http); for(i = 0; fgets(buffer, 1000, log); ++i) { if(strstr(buffer, http)!= NULL) { printf("%s ", buffer); } } fclose(log); } int main(void) { get_log(); return 0; } The output is pretty nice with more lines
than the one shown by default: ... [the following lines are in Russian. I have translated them for the sake of explanation. If you speak Russian, then feel free to translate them to English] Squid Efficiency Analyzer - open a log file and start

analysis. Wait for the results which are shown in an table (deta
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- The keys used here are found in the script documentation and is a must. - The top 5 most traffic codes for the codes mentioned above. - Expected values, mean, and freq of the rest of the codes. (in the table this field is not used) - An
overview of the tables and of the codes explained above. - Each traffic value is compared to its mean and standard deviation to determine if the traffic is over or under its normal. - For code TCP_REFRESH_MISS the traffic is compared
to the lower value of the code (see example at the end) - For code TCP_CLIENT_REFRESH_MISS the traffic is compared to the upper value of the code (see example at the end) - For code TCP_IMS_HIT the traffic is compared to the

lower value of the code - For code TCP_REF_FAIL_HIT the traffic is compared to the upper value of the code - For code TCP_MEM_HIT the traffic is compared to the upper value of the code - For code TCP_OFFLINE_HIT the
traffic is compared to the lower value of the code - For code TCP_SWAPFAIL_MISS the traffic is compared to the lower value of the code - For code TCP_DENIED the traffic is compared to the upper value of the code - For code

UDP_DENIED the traffic is compared to the lower value of the code - For code UDP_INVALID the traffic is compared to the upper value of the code - For code UDP_MISS_NOFETCH the traffic is compared to the upper value of the
code - For code KEYMACRO_TCP_REFRESH_MISS and KEYMACRO_TCP_CLIENT_REFRESH_MISS the traffic is compared to the lower value of the code (see example at the end) - For code KEYMACRO_TCP_IMS_HIT the
traffic is compared to the lower value of the code - For code KEYMACRO_TCP_REF_FAIL_HIT the traffic is compared to the upper value of the code - For code KEYMACRO_TCP_MEM_HIT the traffic is compared to the upper

value of the code - For code KEYMACRO_TCP_OFFLINE_HIT the traffic is 1d6a3396d6
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Files: * SquidLog.txt * SquidLogResult.txt Package: * Squid Installation: * Configure your system so that Squid is writable (that is: its writable directory does not require sudo when you use it) * Copy the files SquidLog.txt and
SquidLogResult.txt to your Squid folder. * Start Squid, it should write to SquidLog.txt. * It will open a browser window, hit Start. * Read SquidLogResult.txt. * It should show you your current Squid log file. * Open SquidLogResult.txt in
a text editor and search for ^HIT:. This will give you the cache codes for TCP traffic to your internet. * Repeat this for ^CLIENT_:. * Open SquidLogResult.txt in a text editor and search for ^DENIED:. This will give you the cache codes
for TCP traffic from your internet to your squid server. * Repeat this for ^CLIENT_DENIED:. * Open SquidLogResult.txt in a text editor and search for ^SWAPFAIL_MISS:. This will give you the cache codes for TCP traffic from
your internet to your squid server. * Repeat this for ^CLIENT_SWAPFAIL_MISS:. * Open SquidLogResult.txt in a text editor and search for ^NEGATIVE_HIT:. This will give you the cache codes for TCP traffic from your internet to
your squid server. * Repeat this for ^CLIENT_NEGATIVE_HIT:. * Open SquidLogResult.txt in a text editor and search for ^DENIED:. This will give you the cache codes for UDP traffic from your internet to your squid server. *
Repeat this for ^CLIENT_DENIED:. * Open SquidLogResult.txt in a text editor and search for ^INVALID:. This will give you the cache codes for UDP traffic from your internet to your squid server. * Repeat this for
^CLIENT_INVALID:. * Open SquidLogResult.txt in a text editor and search for ^MISS_NOFETCH:. This will give you the cache codes for UDP traffic from your internet to your squid server. * Repeat this for
^CLIENT_MISS_NOFETCH:. * Save the results to a file named SquidLog

What's New in the?

Squid 3.3.0 is available from Projects Squid Benchmark PaleSquid License GNU General Public License Code Browse Download Debian and Ubuntu RPM Packages Debian and Ubuntu Packages System requirements: A supported
Operating System: All supported Operating Systems, including Mac OS X and Windows, are supported. Download squideff.tar.gz GZipped source files squideff-1.0-1.noarch.rpm RPM Packages RedHat, Fedora, CentOS and Ubuntu
Debian and Ubuntu squideff.deb Debian and Ubuntu squideff-1.0-1.noarch.deb RPM Packages RedHat, Fedora, CentOS and Ubuntu Debian and Ubuntu Squid Benchmark RPM Packages RedHat, Fedora, CentOS and Ubuntu Debian
and Ubuntu squidbench.rpm RPM Packages RedHat, Fedora, CentOS and Ubuntu Debian and Ubuntu squidbench.deb Debian and Ubuntu squidbench.deb RPM Packages RedHat, Fedora, CentOS and Ubuntu Debian and Ubuntu
squidbench.rpm RPM Packages RedHat, Fedora,
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System Requirements For Squid Efficiency Analyzer:

4GB of RAM (8GB or more recommended). A 64-bit OS is required to run Sony’s PlayStation 3 emulator. a USB 3.0 connection. 512MB free storage space on your hard disk. (960MB or more recommended) 500MB of free space on
your USB storage. Q: Can I play games in this emulator while using the PlayStation TV? A: If you can run the emulator you will be able to use the PS TV as a controller when playing. However, your device must have a Bluetooth
connection to
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